Key Points Lesson 8

Sometimes contractions can be both whole word and part-word contractions. Remember these strong contractions?

:: and :: of :: the
:: with :: for

They can also be used as parts of words. Look at these examples:

:: them :: brandy
:: sofa :: then
:: CALIFORNIA California :: office

Similarly the shortform contractions previously learned can also be part-word contractions or whole word contractions.

:: letters :: quickly
:: blindly :: yours
:: unpaid

Examples:

brandy and Sandy have unpaid bills.
I can give you a sofa with a rug.
I got 4 letters from California.
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Reading 8

BILL IS FOR A SNACK TF GD W G 12 FM BLOCKS
BILL IS BILL'S DELI. IN CALIFORNIA
FAVORITE. BILL'S HAS PICKLES & A HOT
DOG: YUM! AND BILL GAVE. WHEN WE
PICKLES & A HOT DOG. BILL HAS AN UNPA
BILL'S BILL W N GIVE W PICKLE TF
MAYBE TF OF SF EAT W GIRLS M G PLAY
ON W SLIDE. B TOY W N IS IT W CLASS.
As a friend of Thelma’s, Candice will go with Thelma for the snack today. They will go about 3 blocks as they like Bill’s Deli. A California favorite, Bill’s has pickles with every hot dog, yum! Could Bill give Candice 3 pickles for the hot dog? Thelma has an unpaid bill, so Bill will not give one pickle today, maybe tomorrow. After they eat the girls can go play on the slide, but quickly as it is time for class.
Writing 8

At about 6 today I got some letters from Sandy Cofa, a blind lady I know very well. With them came an unpaid bill. Quickly, I paid the bill for Sandy. Here I sit on the sofa with the letters, the blinds drawn. Tonight I can look at all of them with mother and father as we sit here together. Then I can braille Sandy a letter back.
Writing 8 Answer Key

AT AB #A TD I GOT US BRS & USY

SMOKED A LL LADY & U OK & WELL. W A IT
CAME AN UNPD BILL. STILY, 41 FD I BILL
W USY. WH WI SIT ON 5 SHE W W BRS & USY
BLS DROWN. UW WI C LOOK AT ALL & WM & EM & OF & WE SIT IN THR. UW WI C BLL
USY & BR BACK.